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Learning Objectives
● Explore how FQHC leaders can further imbed a 

culture of quality within their health center 
through values, goals, practices, and processes

● Understand how to apply specific QI techniques 
to both the process and human sides of change

● Identify strategies to help employees, board 
members, and other stakeholders adapt to 
change and see change as a necessary 
component to improvement 





“When the drummers change their 
beat, the dancers must also 

change their steps.”
African Proverb 



“We cannot direct the wind, but we 
can adjust the sails.”

Dolly Parton



Think about a recent change that 
you have either led or been a part 
of (ideally within your health 
center/organization)…

Jot down: 
1. Describe the change
2. Reason for change
3. Your role in the change
4. How successful
5. Important leadership lesson



Types of Change 

Incremental vs Discontinuous 
Strategic vs Grassroots 
Dramatic, Systematic, Organic 

Nahavandi, Denhardt, Denhardt, & Aristigueta (2015) 



Restraining Forces 
Against Change

Driving Forces 
for Change

Lewin’s Force Field Analysis 



Seven Phases of 
Fundamental 
Change in 
Organizations 

1. Wild Enthusiasm
2. Disillusionment
3. Chaos
4. Search for the Guilty
5. Punishment of the 

Innocent
6. Promotion of the Critics
7. Definition of the 

Requirements

Adapted from Kerzner (2017) 



Resistance to Change

● Fear of the unknown

● Were not part of the discussion/decision

● Change fatigue

● Lack of trust

● Don’t see the why

● Can’t recognize improvement

Langley (2009) & Nahavandi, Denhardt, Denhardt, & Aristigueta (2015) 



YOUR ORIENTATION TOWARDS CHANGE
SELF ASSESSMENT

Do you tend to see…
a. the possibilities in a situation

b. the realities of a situation



FIST TO FIVE



SIX THINKING HATS



Quality 
Improvement

and 
Change



Quality Improvement Defined

“Quality improvement consists of systematic and continuous actions that lead to 
measurable improvement in health care services and the health status of targeted 
patient groups” (HRSA). 

“Quality improvement (QI) is an approach to getting better outcomes in systems by 
creating more reliable processes. QI is a way of thinking and organizing the 
achievement of an aim by starting small, developing and testing changes to the way 
we work, and using data for decision making to see what changes it will take to bring 
about improvement in the aim and in factors that contribute to that aim. Quality 
improvement is a method to improve systems” (IHI). 



Every system is perfectly 
designed to produce the 
results that it produces.

W. Edwards Deming



Quality Improvement is a Systems Activity

● Know your system (design)
● Make change to your system based on 

understanding the impact on the system 
(both up and downstream from the change 
work)

● Only make changes to the system that 
advance value to the consumer 



Using QI Principles to Drive Org Change

● Whose job is quality improvement? 
● Leadership, leadership, leadership (NACCHO & RWJF, 2020)

● Involving people at all levels 
● Data and measurement – including culture assessment
● It doesn’t stop at compliance 
● Aim statements, process maps, root cause analysis, and 

Plan-Do-Study-Act cycles (AHRQ, 2017)

● QI collaborative model (Rohweder et al., 2020)



PDSA CYCLE



The Leaders 
Role in Driving 
Change

● Communicating the vision 
for the change

● Identifying obstacles and 
barriers 

● Ensuring trust 
● Transparency and feedback 
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FIST TO FIVE (Resistance / Consensus / Decision-Making) 
https://www.lucidmeetings.com/glossary/fist-five

CHANGE SELF ASSESSMENT
PDF included 

PDSA CYCLE (Testing Change) 
http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/Tools/PlanDoStudyActWorksheet.aspx

SIX THINKING HATS (Inviting Resistance / Alternative Thinking 
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_07.htm
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THANK YOU
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